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Abstract. Live virtual machine migration is a powerful feature of virtualization technologies. It enables efficient load balancing, reduces energy
consumption through dynamic consolidation, and makes infrastructure
maintenance transparent to users. While live migration is available across
wide area networks with state of the art systems, it remains expensive
to use because of the large amounts of data to transfer, especially when
migrating virtual clusters rather than single virtual machine instances.
As evidenced by previous research, virtual machines running identical
or similar operating systems have significant portions of their memory
and storage containing identical data. We propose Shrinker, a live virtual machine migration system leveraging this common data to improve
live virtual cluster migration between data centers interconnected by
wide area networks. Shrinker detects memory pages and disk blocks duplicated in a virtual cluster to avoid sending multiple times the same
content over WAN links. Virtual machine data is retrieved in the destination site with distributed content-based addressing. We implemented
a prototype of Shrinker in the KVM hypervisor and present a performance evaluation in a distributed environment. Experiments show that
it reduces both total data transferred and total migration time.
Keywords: Virtualization, Live Migration, Wide Area Networks, Cloud
Computing
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Introduction

The complete encapsulation of execution environments (applications combined
together with their underlying OS) in virtual machines (VMs) allowed the development of live virtual machine migration [4, 20]. This mechanism relocates a
virtual machine from one host to another with minimal downtime, usually not
noticeable by users. This offers numerous advantages for data center management, including:
Load balancing: VMs can be dynamically migrated depending on workload,
offering more efficient usage of computing resources.
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Reduced energy consumption: VMs with low workloads can be consolidated
to fewer physical machines, making it possible to power off nodes to reduce
energy consumption.
Transparent infrastructure maintenance: Before physical machines are shut
down for maintenance, administrators can relocate VMs to other nodes without noticeable interruption of service for users.

Mainstream hypervisors usually do not support live migration between different data centers connected with wide area networks (WANs). To avoid transferring persistent state of VMs, which can be of large size (from hundreds of
megabytes to dozens of gigabytes and beyond), they depend on shared storage, usually not accessible across different data centers. They also require that
migrated VMs stay in the same local network, to keep network connections uninterrupted after migration to new host machines.
These restrictions prevents users from getting the benefits of live virtual
machine migration over WANs. It would allow administrators to load balance
workload between several data centers, and offload VMs to other sites whenever
a site-wide maintenance is required. Users with access to private clouds (private
computing infrastructures managed with cloud computing stacks) could seamlessly migrate VMs between private and public clouds depending on resource
availability. It could also allow them to leverage variable price between competing cloud providers.
Fortunately, state of the art systems allow to use live migration over WANs
by migrating storage [3, 16, 10, 32] and network connections [3, 7, 32]. However,
the large amounts of data to migrate make live migration over WANs expensive
to use, especially when considering migrations of virtual clusters rather than
single VM instances.
Previous research showed that VMs running identical or similar operating
systems have significant portions of their memory and storage containing identical data [30, 5]. In this paper, we propose Shrinker, a live virtual machine
migration system leveraging this common data to improve live virtual cluster
migration between data centers interconnected by wide area networks. Shrinker
detects memory pages and disk blocks duplicated in a virtual cluster to avoid
sending multiple times the same content over WAN links. Virtual machine data
is retrieved in the destination site with distributed content-based addressing. We
implemented a prototype of Shrinker in the KVM hypervisor [12] and present
a performance evaluation in a distributed environment. Our experiments show
that it reduces both total data transferred and total migration time.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3
covers the architecture of Shrinker. Section 4 describes our prototype implementation in the KVM hypervisor, presents our experiments and analyzes the
results. Finally, Section 5 concludes and discusses future work.
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Background and Related Work

Live virtual machine migration [4, 20] has traditionally been implemented with
pre-copy [27] algorithms. Memory pages are transferred to the destination host
while the virtual machine is still executing. Live migration continues sending
modified memory pages until it enters a phase where the virtual machine is
paused, the remaining pages are copied, and the virtual machine is resumed on
the destination host. This phase is responsible for the downtime experienced
during live migration, which should be kept minimal. This downtime can range
from a few milliseconds to seconds or minutes, depending on page dirtying rate
and network bandwidth [1].
Numerous works have been proposed to improve live migration and optimize its performance metrics: total data transferred, total migration time, and
downtime. They can be classified in two types: optimizations of the pre-copy approach, and alternatives to pre-copy. Optimizations include compression, delta
page transfer, and data deduplication. Compression is an obvious method to
reduce the amount of data transferred during live migration. Jin et al. [11]
use adaptive compression to reduce the size of migrated data. Their system
chooses different compression algorithms depending on memory page characteristics. Delta page transfer [6, 32, 26] optimizes the transmission of dirtied pages
by sending difference between old pages and new pages, instead of sending full
copies of new pages. Data deduplication [34, 32] detects identical data inside the
memory and disk of a single virtual machine and transfers this data only once.
An alternative to pre-copy is live migration based on post-copy [8, 9], which
first transfers CPU state and resumes the VM on the destination host. Memory pages are then fetched from the source host on demand, in addition to a
background copying process to decrease the total migration time and quickly
remove the residual dependency on the source host. Similarly, SnowFlock [13]
uses demand-paging and multicast distribution of data to quickly instantiate VM
clones on multiple hosts. Another alternative was proposed by Liu et al. [15],
based on checkpointing/recovery and trace/replay. By recording non-deterministic
events and replaying them at the destination, live migration efficiency is greatly
improved. However, their approach is not adapted to migrate SMP guests.
All these systems were designed in the context of live migration of single
VMs, and do not take advantage of data duplicated across multiple VMs. However, previous research [30, 5, 33, 17] has shown that multiple VMs have significant portions of their memory containing identical data. This identical data can
be caused by having the same versions of programs, shared libraries and kernels used in multiple VMs, or common file system data loaded in buffer cache.
This identical data can be leveraged to decrease memory consumption of colocated VMs by sharing memory pages between multiple VMs [30, 5, 33, 17]. The
same observation has been made for VM disks [21, 23, 14], which is exploited to
decrease storage consumption. To our knowledge, Sapuntzakis et al. [25] were
the first to leverage identical data between multiple VMs to improve migration.
However, their work predates live migration and supported only suspend/resume
migration, where the VM is paused before being migrated. Additionally, they
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only took advantage of data available on the destination node, limiting the possibility of finding identical data. A similar approach was also proposed by Tolia
et al. [28].
To allow live migration of VMs over WANs, two issues need to be solved:
lack of shared storage and relocation to a different IP network. Storage can be
migrated with algorithms similar to memory migration [3, 16, 10, 32]. Network
connections can be kept uninterrupted after migration using tunneling [29, 3],
VPN reconfiguration [32] or Mobile IPv6 [7]. The architecture of Shrinker supports storage migration. Additionally, since Shrinker focuses solely on optimizing
data transmission during live virtual cluster migrations over WAN, it is compatible with all solutions for keeping network connections uninterrupted. Therefore,
we do not discuss further this issue, as it is out of scope of this paper.

3

Architecture of Shrinker

We propose Shrinker, a system that improves live migration of virtual clusters over WANs by decreasing total data transferred and total migration time.
During live migration of a virtual cluster between two data centers separated
by a WAN, Shrinker detects memory pages and disk blocks duplicated among
multiple virtual machines and transfers identical data only once. In the destination site, virtual machine disks and memory are reconstructed using distributed
content-based addressing. In order to detect identical data efficiently, Shrinker
leverages cryptographic hash functions. These functions map blocks of data, in
our case memory pages or disk blocks, to hash values of fixed size, also called
digests. These functions differ from ordinary hash functions because they are
designed to render practically infeasible to find the original block of data from
a hash value, modify a block of data while keeping the same hash value, and
find two different blocks of data with the same hash value. Using hash values
to identify memory pages and disk blocks by content is interesting because hash
values are much smaller than the data they represent. For instance, a 4 kB memory page or disk block is mapped to a 20 bytes hash value using the SHA-1 [19]
cryptographic hash function, a size reduction of more than 200 times.
We first present the architecture of Shrinker, and then discuss security considerations caused by our use of cryptographic hash functions.
3.1

Architecture Overview

In a standard live migration of a virtual cluster composed of multiple VMs
running on different hypervisors, each live VM migration is independent. VM
content is transferred from each source host to the corresponding destination
host, with no interaction whatsoever between the source hypervisors or between
the destination hypervisors. As a consequence, when migrating a virtual cluster
over a WAN, data duplicated across VMs is sent multiple times over the WAN
link separating the source and destination hypervisors.
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To avoid this duplicated data transmission, Shrinker introduces coordination
between the source hypervisors during the live migration process. This coordination is implemented by a service, running in the source site, that keeps track
of which memory pages and disk blocks have been sent to the destination site.
Before sending a memory page or a disk block, a source hypervisor computes
the hash value of this data and queries the service with this hash value. If no
memory page or disk block with the same hash value has previously been sent
to the destination site, the service informs the hypervisor that it should transfer
the data. The service also registers the hash value in its database. Later, when
the service receives a subsequent query for another memory page or disk block
with the same hash value, it informs the querying hypervisor that the data has
already been sent to the destination site. Based on this information, the hypervisor sends the hash value of the data to the destination host instead of the real
content. This mechanism essentially performs data deduplication by replacing
duplicated transmissions of memory pages and disk blocks by transmissions of
much smaller hash values. Figure 1 illustrates a live migration between two pairs
of hypervisors, with a cryptographic hash function creating 16-bit hash values.3

Destination
site

Source site
(3) Send data a0f3 (4 KB)

Source
node 1

(2) No
(4) Data a0f3 sent?
Source
node 2

Destination
node 1

(1) Data a0f3 sent?

(5) Yes

Coordination
service

(2) Insert a0f3
in database

WAN

Destination
node 2

(6) Send hash a0f3

Fig. 1. Distributed data deduplication used in Shrinker to avoid sending duplicate data
on a WAN link

Source node 1 has to send a memory page or disk block identified by the
hash value a0f3. Instead of sending it directly like in a standard live migration,
it first queries the coordination service (step 1). Since this is the first time that
this data has to be sent to the destination site, the service informs source node 1
3

Note that this small hash value size is chosen to improve readability of the figure. In
a real scenario, Shrinker can not use such hash function, since 65,536 different hash
values would likely create collisions even for virtual machines of moderate sizes.
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that it should send the data. It also updates its internal database to keep track
of this hash value (step 2). After receiving the answer from the coordination
service, source node 1 sends the data to destination node 1 (step 3). Afterwards,
source node 2 queries the service for the same data (step 4). The service informs
source node 2 that this data has already been sent to a node in the destination
site (step 5), which prompts source node 2 to send the hash value a0f3 (2 bytes)
instead of the full content (4 kB) to destination node 2 (step 6).
Since destination nodes receive a mix of VM data (memory and disk content) and hash values from source nodes, they need to reconstruct the full VM
content before the VM can be resumed. This is where distributed content-based
addressing is used. When a full memory page or disk block is received by a
destination node, its hash value and the IP of the node are registered into an
indexing service, running in the destination site. When destination nodes receive
hash values from source nodes, they query the indexing service to discover a node
that has a copy of the content they are requesting. After contacting a node and
receiving a copy of the content, they register themselves in the indexing service
for this data, which increases the number of hosts capable of sending this data
to another hypervisor. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Source site

Destination site
(1) Send data a0f3 (4 KB)
Destination
node 1

Source
node 1
(2) Register
data a0f3:
node 1
WAN

Source
node 2

Indexing
service

(8) Register
data a0f3:
node 2

(5) data a0f3:
node 1
(4) Where is
a0f3?

(7) Send data
(6) Ask a0f3 a0f3 (4 KB)

Destination
node 2

(3) Send hash a0f3

Fig. 2. Distributed content-based addressing used in Shrinker to reconstruct VM content on destination nodes

As in Fig. 1, destination node 1 receives a memory page or disk block identified by hash a0f3 (step 1). It registers itself as having a copy of this data in the
indexing service (step 2). Afterwards, as in Fig. 1, source node 2 sends hash value
a0f3 to destination node 2 (step 3). In order to get the data identified by this
hash value, destination node 2 queries the indexing service to discover a host
which has a copy of the corresponding content (step 4). The indexing service
informs it that destination node 1 has a copy of this data (step 5). Destination
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node 2 asks destination node 1 for this content (step 6), receives it (step 7), and
registers itself in the indexing server as having a copy (step 8).
Since the live migration is performed while the virtual machine is still executing, it is possible that data that was sent to the destination site has since
been overwritten and is not accessible in any destination hypervisor. All destination hypervisors open a communication channel with their corresponding source
hypervisor. This channel can be used to directly request data to the source node.
3.2

Security Considerations

The possible number of different 4 kB memory pages and disk blocks (24096 ) is
bigger than the number of possible hash values (2160 for SHA-1). As a consequence, the use of cryptographic hash functions opens the door to collisions: it is
theoretically possible that memory pages and disk blocks with different content
map to an identical hash value. However, the properties offered by cryptographic
hash functions allow us to use these hash values with a high confidence. The
probability p of one or more collisions occurring is bounded by (1), where n is
the number of objects in the system and b the number of bits of hash values [22]:
1
n(n − 1)
× b .
(1)
2
2
If we consider a very large virtual cluster consisting of 1 exabyte (260 bytes)
of 4 kB memory pages and disk blocks migrated by Shrinker using the SHA-1
hash function, the collision probability is around 10−20 . This is considered to
be much less than other possible faults in a computing system, such as data
corruption undetectable by ECC memory. However, (1) gives the probability of
an accidental collision. Although the theoretical number of operations to find
n
a collision is approximately 2 2 (birthday attack), attackers can exploit weaknesses of the hash function algorithm to find collisions more easily. For example,
researchers have shown attacks against SHA-1 that decrease the number of operations to find collisions from 280 to 269 [31]. Assuming that finding collisions
is possible, an attacker capable of storing arbitrary data in VMs (for instance,
by acting as a client interacting with web servers) could inject colliding data
in these VMs. After migrating them with Shrinker, memory content would be
corrupted because two different pages would have been replaced by the same
data. If such attacks become practically feasible in the future, Shrinker can use
stronger cryptographic hash functions, such as those from the SHA-2 family.
Even though these hash functions are more computationally expensive, Shrinker
remains interesting as long as the hash computation bandwidth is larger than
the network bandwidth available to each hypervisor.
p≤

4

Implementation & Performance Evaluation

In this section, we first describe the implementation of our Shrinker prototype.
Then, we present and analyze the results of our experiments performed on the
Grid’5000 testbed.
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Implementation

We implemented a prototype of Shrinker in the KVM hypervisor [12]. KVM is
divided in two main parts. The first part is composed of two loadable kernel
modules providing the core virtualization infrastructure. The second part is a
modified version of QEMU [2] running in user space to provide higher level
features, including virtual device emulation and live migration. This prototype
is fully implemented in the user space component of KVM version 0.14.0-rc0
and is about 2,000 lines of C code. We use Redis [24] version 2.2.0-rc4, a high
performance key-value store, to implement the coordination and indexing service.
Additional dependencies are OpenSSL, used to compute hash values, Hiredis, a
C client library for Redis, and libev, a high-performance event loop library.
Support for data deduplication of storage migration in our prototype is not
yet fully finalized. As such, in the following experiments, we use the storage
migration mechanism of KVM, with copy-on-write images. The use of copy-onwrite images allows KVM to send only storage data that has been modified since
the boot of the VM, minimizing the amount of storage data to migrate. We expect our finalized prototype to offer even greater amounts of data deduplication
for storage than for memory, since VM disks typically present large amounts of
identical data, as shown in previous work (c.f. Sec. 2).
As explained in Sec. 3, before sending a memory page, source hypervisors
need to contact the coordination service to know if the same page as already
been sent to the destination site. Performing this query in a sequential manner
would drastically reduce the live migration throughput (because of the roundtrip time between source hypervisors and the coordination service). To overcome
this problem, our implementation performs these queries in a pipelined manner.
Queries for multiple memory pages are sent in parallel, and the decision of sending the full content or the hash is made when the answer is received. The same
method is used on the destination site for hypervisors to get memory content.
The coordination service is implemented using the Redis SETNX command,
with a memory page hash as key. If the hash is not already known by the service,
it is registered and the return value notifies the source hypervisor that it was
the first to register it. Otherwise, no change is performed in the service and the
source hypervisor is notified that the hash was already registered.
The indexing service is implemented using the set data structure of Redis.
For each registered memory page, there is one corresponding set which holds
information about hypervisors having a copy of the page. When destination
hypervisors register a memory page, they send a SADD command with the page
hash as key and an IP/port pair as value. When other destination hypervisors
need to get a page, they send a SRANDMEMBER command, which selects a random
hypervisor in the set corresponding to the queried page and returns its IP/port
information. After connecting on this IP and port, they query the content of the
page. Finally, when a destination hypervisor doesn’t hold any more copy of a
page, it unregisters it with a SREM command.
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Evaluation Methodology

All the experiments presented in this paper are run on the paradent cluster of
the Grid’5000 site of Rennes. We use Carri System CS-5393B nodes supplied
with 2 Intel Xeon L5420 processors (each with 4 cores at 2.5 GHz), 32 GB of
memory, and Gigabit Ethernet network interfaces. Physical nodes and VMs use
the AMD64 port of Debian 5.0 (Lenny) as their operating system, with a 2.6.32
Linux kernel from the Lenny backports repository. VMs are configured to use
1 GB of memory. Two instances of Redis are running, each on a dedicated node.
To study the performance of our prototype, we configured a dedicated node
to act as a router between source and destination hypervisors. Using the netem
Linux kernel module, this router emulates wide area networks with different
bandwidth rates. The emulated latency is set to a round trip time of 20 ms.
For our performance evaluation, we use a program from the NAS Parallel
Benchmarks (NPB) [18], which are derived from computational fluid dynamics
applications. We evaluate performance metrics of live migration during the execution of this workload. We measure total migration and total data transmitted
by live migration. During our experiments, we discovered that the downtime
caused by a live migration in KVM was overly important because of a miscalculation of the available bandwidth. This is why we do not report numbers
for downtime, as they may be not representative of a correct behavior. We are
investigating the issue and will report it to the KVM community.

4.3

Performance Results

Total migraton time (ms)
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Shrinker
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40000
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20000
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0
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WAN link bandwidth (Mbps)

(a) Average total migration time of 16
VMs running ep.D.16

Total data transferred (MB)

Figure 3(a) shows the total migration time of a 16 VMs cluster executing the
ep.D.16 program, for two different bandwidth rates. Figure 3(b) shows the total
amount of transmitted data during the live migration of these 16 VMs, for the
same two bandwidth rates.
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Fig. 3. Performance evaluation of Shrinker
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First, we observe that, whatever the bandwidth, the same amount of data is
transmitted for both bandwidth rates. However, we can see that Shrinker sends
much less data over the WAN link than the standard KVM migration. This
allows Shrinker to reduce the total migration time, for instance from one minute
to 20 seconds for the 500 Mbps link. Note that in the regular KVM live migration
protocol, memory pages containing only identical bytes are already compressed
and sent efficiently. As such, the improvement showed by Shrinker come from
real data deduplication, and not from deduplication of zero pages.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the design and prototype implementation of Shrinker,
a system that improves live migration of virtual clusters over WANs by decreasing total data transferred and total migration time. Shrinker detects memory
pages and disk blocks duplicated among multiple virtual machines to transfer
identical data only once. Virtual machine data is retrieved in the destination
site with distributed content-based addressing. We implemented a prototype of
Shrinker in the KVM hypervisor. Our experiments show that it reduces both
total data transferred and total migration time.
In the future, we will finalize our Shrinker prototype to perform data deduplication on storage migration and evaluate its performance. We also plan to
study how Shrinker can allow destination hypervisors to fetch data from local
VM image repositories found in most cloud computing infrastructures to further
decrease the amount of data sent over WAN links.
Acknowledgments. Experiments presented in this paper were carried out using the Grid’5000 experimental testbed, being developed under the INRIA ALADDIN development action with support from CNRS, RENATER and several
Universities as well as other funding bodies (see https://www.grid5000.fr).
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